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Raya Golden Retrievers 
Prospective Puppy Buyer Questionnaire 

Name:_____________________________________________________________


Address:__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________


Phone: _______________________  Email: _____________________________


Family Information: 

How many people live in your home?  Adults/Children, Ages


__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Anyone have any allergies to dogs?___________________________________


Do all family members want a pet? ___________________________________


Do you have any current pets?  Yes   or No   If so, kinds ________________


__________________________________________________________________


Do you own your home or lease?__________ Years there: _______________


Do you have a fenced yard?__________________  size:__________________


Do you have a pool? ________________  Is it fenced?  __________________


Golden Retrievers 

Have you ever had a puppy before? _________________________________


Have you ever owned a Golden Retriever before?______________________


Are you aware that a Golden Retriever sheds? _________________________


Are you aware of health issues of Golden Retrievers?  __________________
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Are you willing to follow feeding recommendations of the breeder or 
discuss alternatives ?____________________________________________


Are you willing to maintain accurate health records, keep up with annual 
vet appointments, including keeping up to date on heart worm medication, 
flea & tick control and anything else the dog may need?_________________


Are you willing to keep the breeder informed on health issues or any other 
issues you are having during the pups lifetime?  _______________________


Puppy 

Are you looking for a male, female or doesn’t matter? __________________


Are you looking for a pet, show dog or performance dog?_______________


Are you willing to wait until 18 months to spay or neuter your puppy? ____


Who will look after the puppy daily? __________________________________


Are you willing to crate train your puppy? _____________________________


Is someone home all day?  ________________  If not, how long would the 
puppy be alone? _____________________ Who would be available  to feed 
& exercise your puppy if you’re away all day?__________________________


What will you do to socialize your puppy? _____________________________


Are you willing to take a puppy through basic obedience classes? _______


Where would the puppy spend most of his time as a puppy?____________


What will you do with your puppy when you travel?_____________________


My puppies are sold as members of the Family, meaning they will live in 
the house as family members, never be left outside, unsupervised for long 
periods of time; never put in an outdoor pen with a dog house and never 
tethered to an outside line.  If the dog is properly trained, there is never a 
reason for any of that.  Any dog that is not properly trained can become a 
nuisance and we want to avoid that at all costs with proper training.
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Please supply 2 references that we may contact regarding your ownership 
of a new puppy:


__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________


Do you have a veterinarian?  If so please provide information below: 


Name of Veterinarian: _________________________________________


Name of Clinic: _______________________________________________


Address: _____________________________________________________


Phone Number: _________________________________________________


Email Address: _________________________________________________


My puppies are sold as a house dogs, living with the family in the 
home and not in a pen or dog house, do you agree _________ 

How did you hear about Raya Golden Retrievers?______________________


__________________________________________________________________


Thank you for completing this long questionnaire.  I take all information 
into consideration about you, your family’s life style and what you are 
looking for in a new Golden when I am evaluating them prior to your 
picking up your new family member.  I pick the puppy best suited to your 
family wants and needs based on temperament testing and overall 
structure.  Pet puppies from Raya Golden Retrievers are sold to all homes 
on an AKC limited registration.  This means no breeding will be allowed, 
although you can do all AKC events with your dog except conformation.  


If at any time you would like to try showing your dog in conformation, I am 
willing to evaluate your puppies structure and temperament and help to 
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guide you towards that goal.  Your AKC registration would need to be 
changed at that point from limited to Open.  


I require all new puppies and owners to attend a basic puppy obedience 
class and the AKC Canine Good Citizen Class.  These are great tools for 
puppy socialization as well as the building blocks for proper house 
manners.  The beginning training classes will help you bond with your pup 
and begin a wonderful life of companionship.  You are encouraged to try 
many of the fun AKC events like Dock Diving, Rally, etc.  You can find out 
more information at your local dog club and on AKC.org (events).


Once again, Thanks you for your interest in one of my puppies.


Pam Larscheid
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